In this paper, we present a new comprehensive model for the bistatic electromagnetic scattering from 3D multilayered structure with rough boundaries, which is based on the boundary condition perturbation theory. The obtained compact closed-form solution turns out to be fully polarimetric and exhibits a direct functional dependence on the structure parameters, so that it can be widely applied in remote sensing applications scenario. A particular effort has been devoted to set the presented general model in an organized formal framework, highlighting the connections with all the previously existing simplified perturbative models. 
Introduction and Motivations
Properly, each region of the Earth�s crust can be morphologically modelled as a suitable layered each region of the Earth�s crust can be morphologically modelled as a suitable layered Earth�s crust can be morphologically modelled as a suitable layered structure, in which some amount of roughness is presented by every interface. Stratified soil, sand cover of arid regions, forest canopies, urban buildings, snow blanket, snow cover ice, sea ice and glaciers, oil flood on sea surface, constitute typical natural scenarios, of interest for remote sensing, for which a layered representation is adequate for studying the problem of the electromagnetic �E��� interaction with radar signals. Furthermore, a layered model �E��� interaction with radar signals. Furthermore, a layered model interaction with radar signals. Furthermore, a layered model is usually employed in extraterrestrial scenario, when the revealing of the content under a Planet�s surface illuminated by a sensor is concerned. �ore in general, the scattering problem from layered structures is of a paramount interest in many scientific and engineering areas. When stratified media with rough interfaces are concerned, the possible approaches to cope with the E� scattering problem fall within three main categories. First, the numerical approaches do not permit to attain a comprehensive understanding of the general functional dependence of the scattering response on the structure parameters, as well as do not allow capturing the physics of the involved scattering mechanisms. On the other hand, the Radiative Transfer Theory approaches preclude the consideration of the coherent effects, since they neglect the absolute phase information. Finally, the full-wave analytical approach has been conducted relying on different suitable approximations, leading to different domain of applicability [Bass e Fuks, 1979; Ulaby et al., 1982; Tsang et al., 1985; Fung, 199��. Ulaby et al., 1982; Tsang et al., 1985; Fung, 199�� . �. Although several analytical formulation have been conducted in last decades, involving some idealized cases and suitable approximations, to deal with the electromagnetic propagation and scattering in complex random layered media, the relevant solutions are usually too complicated to be generally useful in the remote sensing scenario, even if simplified geometries are accounted for. On the other hand, nowadays an enormous amount of remote sensed data, produced by the current air-borne and space-borne platforms, is available for the scientific community. An appropriate electromagnetic modeling is fundamental for the exploitation of this dataset. Therefore, the availability of accurate, sound physical and manageable models turns out still to be a strong necessity, in perspective of their application in retrieving add-valued information. Therefore, in this paper we focus on the perturbative approach applied to rough boundaries layered media. First we consider the state of art in an organized analytical framework, concentrating on the existing perturbative models proposed for simplified layered configurations, whose relevant first-order solutions can appear of difficult comparison. We then present the general �closed-form�� scattering solution of the boundary perturbation theory, which permits to deal with layered media with an arbitrary number of rough interfaces. Finally, we discuss on the formal consistency with the previous works, in the perspective of providing a unifying insight for the perturbative formulations.
Preliminary Definitions and Notation
This section is devoted to introduce preliminary definitions and notation essential for the employed formalism. Each mth layer is assumed to be homogeneous and characterized by arbitrary and deterministic parameters: the dielectric relative permittivity ε m , the magnetic relative permeability μ m and the thickness
-. An arbitrary polarized monochromatic plane-wave is considered to be incident on the N-layer medium from the upper half-space, as schematically shown in Figure 1 . The incident vector wave direction, using a spherical coordinate system � ,
and the unit vectors indicating the horizontal/vertical polarization are: 
It should be noted that ⊥ k must be invariant in the flat boundaries stratification, in order to have the phase matching condition satisfied. The
The The generalized reflection coefficients m m p 1 0 -, for the p-polarization �TE or T���, at the interface between the regions �m-1�� and m are defined as the ratio of the amplitudes of upward-and downward-propagating waves immediately above the interface, respectively. They can be expressed by recursive relations as [Chew, 1997�: 
Layered Media with One Rough Interface: Existing Perturbative Scattering Models
In this section, we summarize and discuss the existing scattering models introduced to cope with simplified layered geometry with only one rough interface, and whose derivation methods belong to the class of perturbative methods. In Kalmykov e Fuks [1995�, Fuks e Voronovich [2000�, Fuks [2001�, a model to calculate scattering from a rough surface on top of a stratified medium (see the geometry of Fig. 2 ) has been proposed. Expressions for bi-static scattering cross section were obtained by using the plane wave expansion of scattered EM fields and an equivalent current method, without using the Green's function formalism.
With reference to the geometry pictured in Figure 3 , an analytical small-perturbationbased model was developed to deal with a slightly rough interface boundary covered with a homogeneous dielectric layer [Sarabandi and Azadegan, 2000; Azadegan and Sarabandi, 2003] . Starting from a perturbation series expansion and by employing the Green's function formalism, a solution to predict the first order bi-static scattering coefficients was found. The backscattering problem from the two-middle layer structure with one embedded corrugation, schematized in Figure � , was investigated in Yarovoy et al. [2000� in the first-order limit, by using the small perturbation method combined with the Green's function approach. This approach leads to some cumbersome analytical expressions for backscattering coefficients. We underline that all these considered models are carried out in the limit of the first-order approximation. As matter of fact, all these models, which refer to different simplified geometry, employ different perturbative procedures and different notations in the relative analytical derivation, so that the resulting solutions turn out of difficult mutual comparison. Besides, the finding of the connections between these existing functional forms is not a trivial task. With regard to these models, in Franceschetti et al. [2008� it was essentially demonstrated the equivalence of the relevant analytical procedures and the consistency of the respective solutions. In addition, all the functional forms was casted in the following notation:
with , , p q v h ! " ,, respectively, denoting the incident and the scattered polarization states, and may stand for horizontal polarization �h�� or vertical polarization �v��; where i ⊥ k and s ⊥ k denoting the projection on horizontal plane, respectively, of the incident and scattered vector wave-number; where
is the �spatial�� power spectral density of n-th corrugated interface, i. e., the Fourier transformation of n-corrugated interface autocorrelation function
with the angular brackets denoting the ensemble averaging, and where the coefficient
is relative to a rough interface between the nth and the �n+1��th layer. Therefore, the results we obtained in Francescahetti et al. [2003� and Franceschetti et al., [2008� are fundamental in the methodological perspective of the �conceptual and formal�� organized reconsideration of the state of art in a common framework. It should be mentioned that the models in Fuks [2001�, Sarabandi and Azadegan, [2000� and Azadegan and Sarabandi, [2003 are derived for a bi-static configuration. Conversely, the solution derived in Yarovoy et al. [2000� with reference to the geometry of Figure � , which is even relatively more general since contemplates flat-boundaries stratification above and under the roughness, is given only in backscattering case. On the other hand, none of the pertinent configurations of these simplistic considered models is directly applicable to an actual remote sensing scenario. In fact, the natural stratified media are definitely constituted by corrugated interfaces, each one exhibiting a certain amount of roughness, whereas the flatness is an idealization which does not occur in natural media. �ore specifically, it can occur that, for a given roughness, one might consider an operational E� wavelength for which the roughness itself can be reasonably neglected. However, in principle, there is no defensible motivation, beyond the relevant limitation of the involved analytical difficulties, for considering the effect of only one interfacial roughness, neglecting the other relevant ones. This poses not only a conceptual limitation. In fact, in the applications perspective of retrieving geo-physical parameters by scattering measurements, whether there is a dominant interfacial roughness, and, in case, which the dominant one is, should be established after the remote sensing data are analyzed and, conversely, they cannot constitute a priori assumptions. 
Layered Media with an Arbitrary Number of Rough Interfaces

Boundary Perturbation Theory: General Scattering Formulation
In this section, we present a general model to treat the problem of scattering from layered media with an arbitrary number of rough interfaces. Primarily, all the previously mentioned existing perturbative approaches, followed by different authors in analyzing scattering from simplified geometry, imply an inherent analytical complexity, which precludes the treatment of structures with more than one [Fuks, 2001; Azadegan and Sarabandi, 2003; Yarovoy et al., 2000� or two [Tabatabaeenejad and �oghaddam, 2006� rough interfaces. To overcome this limitation, it has been introduced a general formulation based on the of boundary perturbation theory [Imperatore et al., 2008 . In this case, a systematic perturbative expansion of the EM fields in the layered structure, based on gently rough interfaces assumption, enables the transferring of the geometry randomness into a non-uniform boundary conditions formulation. Subsequently, the fields' expansion can be analytically evaluated by using a recursive matrix formalism approach encompassing a proper scattered field representation in each layer and a matrix reformulation of non-uniform boundary conditions. As a result, an elegant and compact closed-form solution, which, in addition, is fully polarimetric and refers to bi-static configuration, is established for a three-dimensional multilayered structure with an arbitrary number of rough interfaces �see Fig. 5�� .
Boundary Perturbation Theory: Closed-Form Solution
With reference to the general geometry schematized in Figure 5 , each rough interface ζ m is represented by zero-mean two-dimensional processes, and no constraints are imposed on the degree to which the rough interfaces are correlated. Taking into account the contribution of each corrugated interface, in the first-order limit of the perturbative development, the global bi-static scattering cross section of the N-rough interfaces layered media can be expressed as [Imperatore et al., 2008 : 
! !
with , , p q v h ! " , denoting the incident and the scattered polarization states, respectively; where the asterisk denotes the complex conjugated; i ⊥ k and s ⊥ k denote the projection on horizontal plane, respectively, of the incident and scattered vector wave-number; and the cross power spectral density, between the interfaces i and j, for the spatial frequencies of the roughness is given by:
i. e., the Fourier transform of cross correlation function, and the power spectral density of n-th corrugated interface W nn is given by [9] ; the coefficient
is relative to the p-polarized incident wave impinging on the structure from upper half space 0 and to the q-polarized scattering contribution from structure into the upper half space, originated from the rough interface between the layers m and m+1: : depend parametrically and exclusively on the unperturbed structure parameters, since [13-17� exhibit a direct functional dependence by the generalized transmission/reflection coefficients. We emphasize that the compact solution [11� permits a full-polarimetric evaluation of the radiation scattered by the 3-D structure in all direction �in the upper half-space��, for a given incident field (operational frequency and arbitrary polarization), and once the structure parameters �complex permittivity, thickness, and shape of the roughness spectra�� have been specified. Our approach only requires that the height deviation of the rough interfaces, about the unperturbed interface, is everywhere small compared to the wavelength of the incident wave and the gradient of the interface is small in comparison to unity. In addition, the model takes into account, albeit in the limit of the first-order approximation, the effect of the crosscorrelation between different interfaces as well. Indeed, the degree of correlation affects the phase relation between the fields scattered by each rough interface: Hence, only if the interfacial roughnesses are supposed to be uncorrelated �the cross power spectral densities vanish�� the overall scattering reduces to the incoherent superposition of the radiation scattered by each interface [see Eq.11�. In addition, it is possible to straightforwardly verify that the symmetrical analytical expressions [13-16� are formally in perfect agreement with the reciprocity principle.
Formal Consistency
In this section, the focus is on the setting the different perturbative solutions in an organized formal framework. We underline that each of the existing first-order models referring to a simplified geometry with one [Fuks, 2001; Azadegan and Sarabandi, 2003; Yarovoy et al., 2000� or two [Tabatabaeenejad and �oghaddam, 2006� rough interfaces, can be rigorously regarded as a particular case of our general model. All these perturbative-based methods essentially assume small height deviation of the rough interface compared to the wavelength and small �in comparison to unity�� gradient of the surface. Indeed, it can be analytically demonstrated that when the general geometry reduces to each simplified one, the consistency of the relevant solutions formally holds. In fact, when the [1�-17� are specialized for the case of Figure 2 [Fuks, 2001�. Similarly, by specializing the solution to the configuration of Figure 3 [Azadegan and Sarabandi, 2003 ], the computation is reduced to only
A, so the equivalent solution in [Azadegan and Sarabandi, 2003; Franceschetti et al., 2008� is formally obtained. Finally, specializing the general solution to the geometry of Figure � 
A, so we formally obtain the equivalent solution in [Yarovoy et al., 2000; Franceschetti et al., 2008�. Analytically speaking, this allows us to obtain, in a unitary formal framework, a comprehensive insight into the first-order perturbation solutions formalism for scattering from stratified structure with rough interfaces. Finally, the boundary condition perturbation theory results can be also regarded as a generalization of the classical SP� for rough surface [Ulaby et al., 1982; Tsang et al., 1985; Voronovich, 199�� to layered media with rough interfaces. 
Numerical Simulations
In this section, we present some numerical examples aimed at studying scattering coefficients [11] with reference to a specific context. To this purpose, we consider the canonical layered media with three rough interfaces pictured in Figure 6 , which is representative in particular of the characteristic case of snow-covered sea ice [Barber and Ngheim, 1999� . In addition, we consider the operational frequency f=c/λ=4.0 GHz and analyze the layered medium with three rough interfaces schematized in Figure 6 , which can be parametric characterized as follows. The vertical profile, which is used for the calculation, is characterized by the following parameters: ε 0 =1.0, ε 1 =1.51+j9.81*10 -3 �snow��, ε 2 =�.67+j�.38*10 -2 �sea ice��, ε 3 = 63.�+j39.1 �sea water��; Δ 1 /λ=2.65, Δ 2 /λ=3.80. In common with classical theoretical studies of the scattering of waves from random surfaces, we assume that the interfaces constitute Gaussian 2D random processes with Gaussian correlations, whose spectral representation is given by:
where, with regard to the n-th interface �n = 0, 1, 2��, σ n and l n are the surface height standard deviation and correlation length, respectively. In addition, we suppose no correlation between the interfaces, so the cross products �second summation�� in Eq. [11� do not contribute. Once this reference structure has been characterized, we study the scattering cross section of the structure as a function of the scattering direction in the upper half-space, assuming fixed the incident direction. As matter of fact, once the structure has been parametrically defined and incident direction has been fixed, it is possible to visualize the scattering cross section of the structure as a function of the scattering direction in the upper half-space.
To proceed with a consistent comparison between different scattering contributions, we also conveniently assume the same value for the corresponding interfacial parameters:
To save space, only the case hh is considered. In addition, we assume fixed the incidence angle k x 45
i . Therefore, to evaluate the effect on the global response of each rough interface, the several single contributions are shown in Figure 7a : each plot then refers to a different �n=0,1,2�� term of the first summation in Eq.
[11], so representing the bistatic scattering coefficient of the same canonical layered media �Fig.6�� in which only one �with n=0,1,2�� interface is rough �while the other ones are considered flat). In Figure 7a , the overall contribution (for which all interfaces are considered rough�� is also pictured. It should be noted that to visualize the patterns an offset of +40 dB has been considered for the radial amplitude, so that scattering coefficients less than -�0 dB are represented by the axes origin. In order to evaluate the effect of the model In order to evaluate the effect of the model In order to evaluate the effect of the model parameters on the scattering pattern, for instance, a different value for the losses in the sea ice permittivity �ε 2 =�.67+j�.38*10 -1 �� is considered in Figure 7b : in this case it is evident that the contribution of the last interface becomes negligible.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a new comprehensive model for the bistatic scattering from 3D multilayered structure with rough boundaries, which is based on the boundary condition perturbation theory, and whose relative solution turns out to be fully polarimetric and exhibits a direct dependence on the structure parameters. As matter of fact, the final solution is proposed in compact closed-form, which makes it easy to use in numerical computation. It should be noted that the method to be applied only needs the classical gentle-roughness assumption �small height deviation of the rough interface compared to the wavelength and small gradient of the interface compared to unity��, without any further approximation. We underline that a particular effort has been devoted to set the presented general model in an organized framework, consistently highlighting the connections with all the existing simplified perturbative models.
a) b)
Figure 7 -Bi-static scattering coefficients hh for a three rough interfaces layered media: ζ 0 contribution (dashed line), ζ 1 contribution (dot dashed line), ζ 2 contribution (dotted line), and overall contribution (solid line): a) ε 2 =4.67+j4.38*10 -2 , b) ε 2 =4.67+j4.38*10 -1 .
The inherent distinctive features make the general model suitable to be applied in remote sensing applications scenario. Indeed, the availability of accurate, sound physical and , the availability of accurate, sound physical and manageable model turns out of fundamental importance, especially when retrieving of addvalued information from data acquired by microwave sensors is concerned. In addition, such
In addition, such a model is high desirable for dealing with the inversion problem as well as for the effective design of processing algorithms and simulation of Synthetic Aperture Radar signals.
